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OVERVIEW
Exploding data growth, complex
multi vendor technology and
additional cloud infrastructure
have all put a tremendous burden
on the IT Operations Department
within organisations. Couple that
with cost pressures and increasing
compliance requirements has
resulted in a number of
challenges, such as:

√ Ensuring that all backups are completed successfully and to SLAs
√ Being able to see that all of the VMs and cloud environments are
covered
√ Having visibility of the whole infrastructure and backups
√ Knowing how much storage capacity is available at any one time
√ Determining what and who is consuming storage and at what rate
√ Maximising infrastructure from multiple vendors with toolsets that
provide piecemeal visibility
√ Avoiding overprovisioning and overbuying of storage
√ Being able to reassure the business that the IT infrastructure
landscape is well managed

bluesource IT Analytics as a Service offers unmatched and comprehensive IT analytics delivering actionable insights
through a single-pane-of-glass that tackles these problems. Built on Veritas’s Aptare technology, bluesource IT Analytics
as a Service can:

√ Streamline backup compliance and provide visibility into
backup performance and integrity
√ Optimise storage and costs
√ Mitigate risks to meet service-level agreements (SLAs)
√ Produce comprehensive reports to show compliance
and governance
√ Monitor areas of concern that need attention
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WHAT’S INCLUDED
Available features include:

bluesource IT Analytics
as a Service offers a
single-pane-of-glass that
provides deep analytics
and corelated insights
across the critical
components of your IT
infrastructure, both
on-premises and in the
cloud.

√ Backup Manager—displays insights that can reduce the complexity of
data protection while reducing human error and identifying problems
before they occur
√ Storage Management Capabilities—combined capabilities to include:
- Capacity Manager—provides end-to-end storage capacity reporting
from hosts to storage arrays, allowing for increased storage usage
efficiency
- Fabric Manager—provides confident forecasting by capturing key
performance metrics and details of SAN resources across all platforms
- Virtualisation Manager—provides valuable insights into storage
resource management within a virtualised environment
√ Replication Manager—ensures that policies and SLAs for replication of
mission-critical application and database data are being met

bluesource IT Analytics as a Service supports a wide range of cloud environments, storage systems, backup solutions,
virtualisation technologies, SAN products, replication technologies, operating systems and web browsers.
These features are provided as a service with support from bluesource trained service engineers who can help configure
the toolset as well as create specific reports for your infrastructure landscape.

Talk to us about our discovery workshops
and 30-day proof of value programs
to see how bluesource IT Analytics as a Service
could help your organisation.

GET IN TOUCH
We help organisations
protect, govern, move & manage their data.
Find out how we can help.
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